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ABSTRACT

 Modern curtain wall design is a prescription for seriality: seriality of members 

and components. As different architectural paths for serial facades exist, serial facades 

also have different trajectories at the urban scale. Contemporary metropolitan urbanism 

is a heterogeneous product of homogeneous serial facades.  With more complex 

heterogeneous serial facade assemblies, performative and aesthetic variations become 

possible, even though a serial facade is typically unique to a singular building.

 Switch Facades proposes re-cladding Alison and Peter Smithson’s Economist 

Block, a series of three separate structures, to demonstrate the use of a heterogeneous 

serial facade to explore the relationship between facade and urbanism. 

 At an urban scale, the values that are attributed to seriality switch. Homogeneous 

seriality at an architectural scale can be monotonous and create a need for variation to 

create visual complexity and interest. At an urban scale, however, homogeneity produces 

urban territories and heterogeneity becomes a proverbial collection of architecture.

 Multi-layered heterogeneous seriality offers the opportunity to produce a more 

nuanced and responsive facade. Although the resulting facade is a product of complex 

systematic variation, the facade remains recognizable through its repetition. The new 

heterogeneous serial facade replaces the Smithsons’ original facade to achieve a more 

nuanced urban proposition.

Switch Facades:
 Seriality and Urbanism

Alexander Hohman
Gordon Wittenberg, Thesis Director
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Envelope
A technical system or assembly that encloses a building; volumetric, visible in plan and section.

Facade
A singular face of a building; flat outer layer of the building envelope; profile of the building surface.

Elevation
A drawing representing a facade; a flattened image of the facade.

Surface
A flattened projection of facade; profile of the building.

 This thesis contends that the facade is typically the final part of any architectural 

design to receive attention. Plans, sections, models, renderings, and parti diagrams are 

all essential materials for addressing and evaluating the most significant parts of a 

design. Elevations on the other hand are usually completed last, an afterthought. If an 

architectural design does not change significantly, the first draft of elevations may be 

the final draft. Perhaps as a result, the academic research regarding the facade design 

appears relatively thin, tangentially related, lacking, or nonexistent with terms used 

interchangeably.

SWITCH facades
Seriality and UrbaniSm
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[above, Fig.1]
a comparison of alejandro Zaera-Polo’s formal 
types in the “Politics of the envelope” with built 

work by mies van der rohe of similar formal type 
and program.

 In “Politics of the Envelope,” Alejandro Zaera-Polo proposes a general theory of 

the building envelope understood not only through the conventions of representation and 

construction, but also through “psychological, political, social, and cultural” conditions.1

Most concerned with the political effects of envelope design, he argues that “qualities 

of structure and material organizations—such as difference and repetition, consistency 

and variation, flexibility, transparency, permeability, local and global, and the definition 

of the ground—gives architecture political agency.”2 This theory of a political envelope 

is structured by a series of categorical analyses based on the envelope’s dimensional 

proportions: flat-horizontal, flat-vertical, spherical, and vertical envelope types (Fig. 

1). While acknowledging that “dimensions of the envelope are not usually left for the 

architect to decide and are generally associated with the type of project, site constraints, 

and client’s requirements,” it is these inherited limitations that offer the opportunity to 

move from representation / construction toward political activism. 3 In doing so, Zaera-

Polo ties formal categories or types to prescribe envelope design priorities to suggest a 

set of politics. 

 In addition to dimensional proportions, Zaera-Polo’s analytical model 

accounts for building typology, environmental performance, and expressive qualities. 

His model yields a heterogeneous selection of aesthetics. Mies van der Rohe’s career of 

built-work, however, provides a counter example. A Miesian envelope does not account 

for programmatic, environmental, or expressive variety. Instead, Mies deploys a uniform 

aesthetic for a repetitive or serial facade, eschewing Zaera-Polo’s model of formal 

determinism.

 The figure presents an alternative to Zaera-Polo’s mind-set by comparing a 

selection of examples from “Politics of the Envelope,” categorized according to Zaera-

Polo’s formal type, to built work by Mies van der Rohe of the similar formal type and 

typology. Mies’ built work contrasts with Zaera-Polo’s argument. Against the diversity 

of aesthetics prescribed by Zaera-Polo’s formal determinism and molecular facialization, 

Mies’ body of work demonstrates a life-long architectural project honing a singular 

material aesthetics and serial facade. The politics of the envelope do not significantly 

impact the aesthetic project that pervades Mies’ built work. A Miesian approach to 

designing an envelope is not determined by formal type.

Envelope, Facade Lost

1.  Zaera-Polo, alejandro. “Politics of the 
envelope.” log 13/14 (2008):196.
2. ibid, 197.
3. ibid, 205.
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[Opposite, Fig. 2]
a representation of aZP’s envelope politics 

applied to a generic open block urban grid, the 
formal type determines the aesthetic of the 

envelope.

[above, Fig. 3]
Using a miesian understanding of the envelope 

colonizes objects; different aesthetics assign 
different territories.

 The implication of Zaera-Polo’s formal determinism on the envelope suggests 

that the politics assume a similar envelope aesthetic for every formal type. Tracing the 

serial nature of  Zaera-Polo’s formally deterministic argument (Fig. 2), the built object 

determines the aesthetics of the envelope. If every formal type is assigned the same 

graphic shorthand, the implication suggests an endless visual field of lonely architecture. 

By comparison, if every formal type is treated equally and aesthetic is implemented 

regardless of formal type, the aesthetic seriality transforms the aesthetic project itself.

 Applying this same graphical shorthand to Mies’ envelope lexicon, the 

aesthetic colonizes the built object, implying an urban territory (Fig. 2). Rather than 

formal determination, the aesthetic project of the facade defines urban territory and 

displays interior / exterior public space that is formed by the proximity and adjacency 

of similarly cladded buildings. Zaera Polo offers a system to conceptualize the 

envelope without concrete conclusions; Mies’ approach systematizes the envelope 

design without addressing its larger implications.
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[left, top, Fig. 4]
an image of ibm manufacturing Facility designed 

by eero Saarinen altered to emphasize the 
facade.

[above, Fig. 5]
1972 ibm logo created by Paul rand.

[left, bottom, Fig. 6]
a literal interpretation of the ibm manufacturing 

Facility designed by eero Saarinen as a 
hyperbolic example of corporate branding.

[Opposite, Fig. 7]
John lewis department Store (2007) leicester, 

UK | Foreign Office architects

  The Miesian approach to aesthetics produces an iconic image from a serial 

facade—a repetitious assembly of repetitive parts used to enclose a building. Often 

mistaken as a product of conscious corporate branding, this presumption is inaccurate.

 IBM had infamously employed some of the foremost designers—Charles and 

Ray Eames, Paul Rand, and Eero Saarinen—to use industrial, graphic, and architectural 

design to promote their corporate image. In 1958, Saarinen designed the company’s 

new Rochester campus and deployed a singular facade across all campus facility 

buildings (Fig. 4). The deep blue was selected for its contrast against the Midwestern 

field of bright green grass and light blue sky. The two tone pattern (blue - light blue - 

blue) was chosen to help de-materialize the monolithic appearance of the buildings 

in the landscape. As a result of the building’s design, IBM earned its nickname “Big 

Blue.” In 1972, Paul Rand redesigned IBM’s logo to its current incarnation (Fig. 5). The 

streaky graphic was intended to convey speed. Imposing the IBM logo on the facade 

demonstrates a striking resemblance between the architecture and graphic design, yet 

that was not ever the intention and the graphic reading of the facade detracts from the 

design’s expressive performance (Fig. 6).

 Derivative corporate branding, and its literal translation to architecture, is a 

pitfall in exploiting the expressive performance of serial facades. Alejandro Zaera-Polo 

and Farshid Moussavi of Foreign Office Architects applied a branding concept somewhat 

literally in John Lewis Department Store in Leicester (Fig. 7).6 The embroidered pattern 

that drapes the building is taken from the store shelves and references the local heritage 

of textile production. While experimenting with the expressive qualities of a double 

layer print assembly in the envelope design, the visual effects are lost in reading the 

facade graphically. If the serial facade will have an opportunistic role urbanistically, the 

expressive performance of the facade cannot be cheapened by graphic shorthand for 

claiming territorial ownership.

4. moussavi, Farshid. The Function of Ornament. 
actar (2006): 110-1.
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 Serial application of building facades is not itself original. Modern facades 

of steel, glass, or concrete are essentially repetitive. The serial design of a facade equals 

expediency of production, design, and fabrication. From a practical perspective, the 

benefits of seriality are numerous. Uniform design reduces engineering complexity and 

performance testing. Uniform components reduce assembly time with familiarity. The 

benefits of predictable performance and predictable aesthetics, plus the high cost of 

customization forces design to be conservative and repetitive.

 The following case studies demonstrate the pragmatism of serial facades and 

also reveal finer and more nuanced intentions (Fig. 9). The serial production of Le 

Havre enabled rapid reconstruction after the Second World War. The repetition of the 

Rockefeller Center facade emphasizes the design of the form over the design of the 

detail. The Rochester IBM Manufacturing Facility cladding imagined accommodating 

the potential of multiple expansions. The aesthetic project dictates the scale, proportions, 

and materials for both Westmount Square and Lafayette Park; Mies tailors the specifics 

arrangement of details to the requirements for the design.

 Although every example reinforces themes of production, manufacturing, and 

assembly, new potentials were acknowledged through the relative ownership that serial 

facades express on their context.

 This collection of case studies also reveals how the seriality of both buildings 

and facades define a collective urban identity and create interior / exterior urban spaces 

between. The serial nature of the facade renders a legible territory—visually there is 

an “outside” and an “inside.” An individual standing outside of a territory marked / 

Serial Urbanism, Constructing Territory

bound by serial facades can interpret their position outside. Likewise, if an individual is 

standing in a space enclosed by a serial facade, (s)he perceives that they are inside a given 

territory.

 In essence, it is the facade’s seriality that orchestrates the relationship of 

individuals to the intended territory and urban space. Territory becomes a phenomenal 

experience. It can take on a disparate and satellite configuration. As such, the serial 

facade offers an opportunity to re-imagine strategies for designing mega-scale urban 

architectural interventions. By applying a serial facade to a series of buildings, a model 

of serial urbanism emerges.

 Serial urbanism can be superimposed beyond a self-contained block (Fig. 8), 

crossing streets to form both typical and atypical urban boundaries. Theses typical and 

atypical boundaries allow for different conditions of territorial occupations: bounded, 

bounding within, bounding without, and linking. (1) Bounded refers to unhindered 

territorial ownership typically interrupted by streets or roads. Bounded is both defines 

space and is defined but the formal spatial context. (2, 3) Bounding within and bounding 

without are reserved for larger interrupted projects and bound space and are bounded 

by their surrounding context respectively. (4) Linking occurs typically where the formal 

spatial context divides serial urbanism and is united by the imageability of serial facades. 

The technique of crossing streets, roads, or other typical, and atypical urban boundaries 

is a function of a serial urbanism. The resulting superimposition presents opportunities 

to define collective territories.

[above, Fig. 8]
bounded block diagram
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lafayette Park (1956)
detroit, mi, USa | mies van der rohe, ludwig Hilberseimer, & alfred Caldwell

ibm manufacturing Facility (1958)
rochester, mn, USa | eero Saarinen

le Havre reconstruction (1945)
le Havre, France | auguste Perret

Westmount Square (1967)
Westmount, Quebec, Canada | mies van der rohe

rockefeller Center (1939)
new york City, ny, USa | raymond Hood

[above, Fig. 9]
Serial Urbanism Case Studies

BOUNDED BOUNDiNG WiTHiN
BOUNDiNG WiTHiN /

BOUNDiNG WiTHOUT

BOUNDiNG WiTHiN /
BOUNDiNG WiTHOUT /

LiNKiNG

BOUNDED /
BOUNDiNG WiTHOUT
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 Serial facades can be exploited to express territory by defining new interior 

and exterior urban spaces as a function of formal relationships. Superimposed on an 

urban fabric of streets and plazas, a collection of serial facades may choreograph space 

to include the territory between and exclude the territory beyond (Fig. 10). Without 

the use of walls or other obstacles, serial facades imply legible territories through 

urban proximity and adjacency vis-a-vis the facade. The serial facade at an urban scale 

constructs territory. Serial facades have the capacity to produce a mega-scale, urban 

architectural intervention.

 Facade seriality can overcome the incongruence of piecemeal urbanism by 

establishing a collective identity among multiple buildings. Uniform aesthetics of the 

facade imply ownership of public space, where the “interior” space is exterior. Several 

configurations identifying specific “interior” spaces and collective territories are possible 

as a result of serial facades (Fig. 10). Serial facades are a strategy to acquiesce urban 

territory: a block, a street, a district (several blocks and streets), or multiple districts (two 

or more areas of a dense urbanized region). 

 The use of serial facades to create a territorial strategy is situational. The strategy 

is piecemeal requiring at least two or more buildings. There are numerous reasons for 

planning more than a single building—site, program, financing, or any combination of 

the three. Complex programs often require programmatic isolation or separation. Site 

restrictions may limit the maximum size of a singular building. Limited finances may 

hinder site acquisition or require phasing construction. In situations where more than 

one building is planned, serial facades may serve as an ideal tool for linking the territory 

between. Instead of a collection of building seen as parts and pieces, the collection may 

be viewed as a whole.

[above, Fig. 10]
Serial Urbanism territory diagram

Block Street District(s)District
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Enclosure
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 The deployment of the facade ought to be urban and territorial, but its design 

must begin in the details. A consideration of the individual experience of facades 

generally is necessary in order to design a facade that may express the ownership of 

space legibly and create specific spatial interactions. Due to the aspiration of applying 

the serial facade on numerous building structures regardless of their formal type, the 

design of the detail gravitated towards a curtain wall assembly for its flexibility.

 The contemporary curtain wall envelope is chiefly a product of evolving 

performance engineering. To improve environmental, thermal, and acoustical 

performance, the depth of the contemporary envelope has increased from Mies’ on-

site steel framing fabrication and thin single-pane glass (Fig. 11). Glass itself has 

increased in thickness: first to a laminated double-pane assembly, then insulated, then 

a hybrid of laminated and insulated triple-pane. Fabricating the frame mutated from 

welding off-the-shelf steel components to custom dies extruding finished aluminum 

parts. Every time the curtain wall evolved to improve its effectiveness and efficiency, the 

envelope used more complicated connections and became deeper (Fig. 12). Engineering 

drove design because of the enormous complexity involved in modeling, testing, and 

fabricating.

 The impact of current environmental performance expectations is twofold. The 

technical difficulty of designing a facade requires the expertise of engineers or specialized 

niche architects to bring a facade design to production. Second, engineering research 

provides a shortcut for circumventing engineering review while pursuing architectural 

objectives. A double layered envelope with at least 30 inches of depth provides the 

opportunity for significantly improved performance.

Double Facade
triangle building, Cologne,
Gatermann + Schossig, 2006

Corridor Facade
Stadttor building, dusseldorf,
Petzinka Pink und Partner, 1998

Box-Window Facade
damler-Chrysler building, berlin
Hans Kollhoff, 1999

Alternating Facade
debitel Headquarters, Stuttgart,
rCKW architektur  + Stadtebau, 2002

Shaft-Box Facade
Photonoics Centre, berlin,
Sauerbruch Hutton architects, 1998

integrated Facade
triangle building, Cologne,
Gatermann + Schossig, 2006

Technical Depth / Optical Depth

[above, Fig. 11] 
exploded axonometric detail of mies’ lakeshore 

drive apartments (1949) Chicago, il.

[Opposite, Fig. 12] 
Categories of Contemporary Curtain Wall 

envelope design5
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 The technical depth of the contemporary envelope is capable of accomodating 

creative visual affects. Photographs of Sauerbruch Hutton’s designs captured from 

oblique angles demonstrate the potency of contemporary facade materials and assembly 

(Fig. 13-15). From a wide range of perspectives, the definition of the enclosure against 

the surrounding context is exceptionally legible. Sauerbruch Hutton’s tectonics provide 

an example of the techniques to test during the design development of Switch Facades.

 Sauerbruch Hutton demonstrate a strong thesis for contemporary envelope 

and facade design. There are three parts: color, mechanical operability, optical flatness. (1) 

Color is an obvious starting point. Intended to “delight”, Sauerbruch Hutton’s selections 

typically contrast with local site context and historic architectural context. Unlike the 

structure of a singular color, the designs use a palette which is partially responsible for 

producing their facade designs’ vibrancy. (2) With regard to engineering performance, 

Sauerbruch Hutton’s facade make use of shutters, blinds, and louvers to add operational 

value often doubling as sunscreens. (3) Despite the design attention to the exterior 

experience of the facade, their designs are not intended to impact the interior space. The 

colorful materials are opaque and typically reflective creating a optically flat aesthetic 

from the exterior, which repeatedly uses the design of the facade to disconnect the 

interior from the exterior. Although Sauerbruch Hutton’s envelope has technical depth, 

their designs are optically flat.

 Optical depth remains an unexplored territory of envelope assembly for the 

purposes of the facade and this depth is ideally suited to explore the territorial intentions 

of the serial facade.

[left, Fig. 13] 
GSW Headquarters, berlin, 
Sauerbruch Hutton, 1999

[middle, Fig. 14] 
Fire and Police Station, berlin, 
Sauerbruch Hutton, 2004

[right, Fig. 15] 
Cologne Oval Offices, 
Sauerbruch Hutton, 2010

5. murray, Scott. Contemporary Curtain Wall 
Architecture. Princeton architectural Press (2009): 
66. 
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 The design of  Switch Facades begins with a high baseline in order to 

satisfy expectations for improved engineering performance (environmental, thermal, 

and acoustical). Therefore the design assumed two sealed insulating layers creating 

approximately 30 inches of conditioned air—an interior and an exterior layer. To explore 

envelope materials and tectonics, the design development used an array of detailed 

models.

 Modeling prototypes provided a trial and error method of developing the 

envelope while studying the impact on the facade. Layering the assembly generated 

enormous complexity (Fig. 16). Introducing large graphics to the outer surfaces 

produced new iconicity, while smaller graphic applications on the inner controlled 

visibility. Together the two layers expressed the depth of the envelope assembly, 

preserving transparency and producing an optical depth.

 Additional models incorporated a third, intermediate layer (Fig. 18).  Modeling 

louvers added a method of engaging the depth of the facade within the envelope assembly. 

Tests with louvers demonstrated their ability to manipulate the facade’s visibility and 

depth further. The resulting envelope produced a dramatic level of control. If the louver 

material was opaque, the facade was completely transparent and open from one side and 

closed to view from another. If the louver material was translucent, however, the visible 

depth of the facade increased and the aesthetic of exterior became part of the interior. 

Unlike optical flatness, the depth invites a continuity of visibility (Fig. 19).

 By exploring various transparent, tectonic layers, the technical depth of the 

envelope produced an optical depth in the facade, which, when charged with architectural 

criteria, began to deliberately and meaningfully mediate spaces within and without. 

Explorative prototypes

[top, left, Fig. 16] 
a series of 1/4 inch early double layer 
supergraphics models.

[top, right, Fig. 17] 
a 1/2 inch detail study model examining the 
louvers’ assembly in relationship to the frame.

[bottom, left, Fig. 18] 
a late 1/4  inch inner and intermediate layer study 
model.

[bottom, right, Fig. 19] 
a close-up of the 1/4 inch final model detailing 
three faces of the re-cladded economist Office 
tower.
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 The complexity that developed as a result of prototyping models demonstrated 

the capability of the facade to support an urban architectural imperative agenda. In an 

open block urban model, the complexity of different formal volumes lead to enormous 

differences in height, angle, or distance that add relative spatial complexity to the 

legibility of the space between (Fig. 22). Visual relationships from below, from above, 

from an angle, from a distance, or directly adjacent impact the legibility of territory. The 

facade is responsible for mediating formal variation. The variability of envelope allows 

the facade to exert a territorial force.

 The facade’s technique is similar to anamorphosis. In anamorphosis, a distorted 

projection or drawing that appears illegible from most points of view appears normal 

when viewed from a particular orientation.  In the best known example, The Ambassadors 

completed in 1533 by Hans Holbein the Younger places the projection of a human 

skull by the feet of the subjects. In elevations, louvers allow the facade to reproduce an 

anamorphosis effect (Fig. 21). By designating optimal positions and orientations to 

achieve transparency the envelope manipulates the movement of people in and around 

itself.

 Where serial urbanism implies a phenomenal territory, the facade’s specificity 

directs an individual’s spatial understanding through visibility and gaze. Individuals are 

invited by the optical depth and guided by the design to particular points of view. The 

louvers are oriented towards the territorial space between. When inside the interior 

exterior space of the block, the individual is visible and has visibility inside. The facade’s 

transparency conveys publicness. Likewise, from the perimeter outside, the facade’s 

opacity conveys privacy. The ability to orient louvers vertically or horizontally gives the 

facade a wide range of orientation to respond to the formal needs of the block.

Anamorphosis, Optical Depth Control

[left, above, Fig. 20] 
Serial Urbanism block diagram

[left, below, Fig. 21] 
Orientation diagram—The Ambassadors 

completed in 1533 by Hans Holbein the younger

[Opposite, Fig. 22] 
interior building relationships diagram
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The Smithsons, The Economist Block

 To test the facade design, Switch Facades proposes re-cladding the Alison 

and Peter Smithson’s Economist Buildings. An example of a bounded urban block, the 

Economist Buildings share a unique kinship with the concept of facade seriality and 

its ability to unify a multi-building project. After mapping the elevations in relation to 

program, public space, and formal urban context, a new, layered heterogeneity replaces 

the singular aesthetic of the Smithsons’ original facade.

 In 1962, the Economist Group commissioned Alison and Peter Smithson to 

design the Economist Building(s). The brief, prepared by assisting architect Maurice 

Bebb, suggested three different massing trajectories for the site.6 The Smithsons favored 

a three-volume scheme with chamfered corners, an allowance for light and air.

  The original program brief called for a post office, an art gallery, a bank, 

underground parking, several retail stores, a restaurant, an apartment complex, leasable 

office space, several floors of office space earmarked for the Economist Magazine staff, 

and a penthouse (Fig. 30). The Economist Buildings exemplify an open block, mixed-

use, generic form with mixed heights and some formal variation between. Despite 

several interior renovations and officially being refurbished in 1990, the Smithsons’ 

buildings’ facade is almost 50 years old.

 With age, facades need to be reconditioned periodically. Recent studies show 

that the lifespan of most contemporary curtain walls is 30-40 years. Ultimately, air and 

moisture leakage become their eventual undoing. Given the centennial plus lifespan of 

a concrete or steel structural frame, recladding becomes the most useful and economical 

alternative to extend the life of an existing building. The new envelope improves 

environmental isolation, thermal insulation, and acoustical performance.

[Opposite, top, left, Fig. 23] 
economist block Plaza looking at interior corners 
of the residence tower and the commercial office 
tower.

[Opposite, top, right, Fig. 24] 
economist block looking from across Saint 
James Street at the bank building and the 
commercial office tower.

[Opposite, bottom, left, Fig. 25] 
economist block Plaza looking outward across  
Saint James Street at the bank building and the 
commercial office tower.

[Opposite, bottom, right, Fig. 26] 
interior image of corner office from the 
commercial office tower of the economist block at 
the surrounding london context.

[above, Fig. 27] 
the economist block Plan from lower left corner 
counter-clockwise (1) bank building, (2) the 
commercial office tower, (3) the residence tower.
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 Beyond their age, the Economist Block buildings present an ideal opportunity  

to develop and test a curtain wall facade assembly for three principal reasons.  (1) The 

massing of the three buildings is both generic, a simple planar extrusion, and unique, 

with volumetric variation and chamfering. (2) The common plinth defines a clear 

interior / exterior urban void and exterior peripheral urban fabric. (3) The multifarious 

program types and their adjacencies require a more intricate system to mediate the 

private and the public, while accommodating the programmatic idiosyncrasies.

 Several projects have casually employed serial facades on collections of 

buildings. Here the Smithsons have deployed their serial facade to establish the a visual 

continuity between buildings (a complex). In an internal office memo, the Smithsons 

produced a photomontage demonstrating the flexibility of their project’s siting in the 

19th century London urban context. Although intended as a joke, the Smithsons had 

produced their own projection of a serial urbanism, but their design did not tested the 

potential of the facade to the uttermost. The only variation within the facade is the floor 

to floor height corresponding to programmatic differences. 

 Smithson’s facade system unites and defines the collection of buildings as a 

legible territorial entity against the city’s greater fabric. But the effect of the serial facade 

stops short here. Switch Facades proposes a further study and experimentation within 

the envelope system itself, to create a more elaborate envelope system that begins to 

mediate the formal variations of the three buildings and nurture the more nuanced 

spaces or sub-territories within the complex. 

[top, Fig. 28] 
an aerial montage of the Smithsons’ proposal for 

the economist buildings.

[bottom, Fig. 29] 
developed as an internal memo, the 

Smithsons used the montage to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of placing their open block in 

several locations within the urban fabric along St. 
James Street.

[Opposite, Fig. 30] 
axonometric Program diagram

6. Smithsons, alison and Peter Smithson. The 
Charged Void: Architecture. the monacelli Press, 
inc. (2001): 248.
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[Opposite, Fig. 31]
Simple elevation diagrams—for mapping and 
overlapping the layer functions.

[above, Fig. 32]
exploded axonometric detail

Bank

Residence

Office Tower

(Out) (In)

(South)(North) (North)

Pedestrian
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Architectural performance, index Layers

 Switch Facades is a three-part serial facade with an inner, an intermediate, 

and an outer layer that simultaneously engages issues of program, public space, and 

formal urban context (Fig. 31). The interior layer addresses program by acknowledging 

privacy through opacity. The intermediate layer responds to publicness by orienting 

views with a system of horizontal and vertical louvers. The exterior layer indexes urban 

context with a curved glass surface and overlaid supergraphics.

 The three layers operate independently, but are structured to avoid conflict, and 

remain recognizable as a whole. If the opacity of the inner layer were switched with the 

exterior, the effect would impair the visibility of the other two. Similarly, if the louvers 

were placed either on the inside or the outside, their effect would impair or be impaired. 

The resulting aesthetic of the three layers is heterogeneous, dynamic, and responsive. 

Although the resulting facade is a product of complex systemic variation, the facade 

remains recognizable through repetition.

 The exploded axonometric shows the three separate layers and their assembly 

into a regular 10’-6” bay structure of the Smithsons’ Economist Buildings. The system 

floats and clips into the concrete frame. Horizontal or vertical (not-shown) cast and 

solid steel supports hold the variable louvers. The exterior layer of glass is attached using 

a modified spider joint. Due to the relatively shallow depth of the system, structural 

member sizes remained small.

 These diagrams illustrate the primary formal urban context associated with 

each of the Smithsons’ Economist Buildings (Fig. 32). “In” and “Out” refer to the plinth 

or plaza. “North” and “South” refer to the orientation of the surface. Mapping of the 

facade starts here.
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[Opposite, Fig. 34]
exploded detial Oblique

[above, Fig. 33]
matrix of exploded detail Obliques—represents 
possible Switch Facades configurations.
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[Opposite, Fig. 35]
axonometric of economist buildings mapping 

diagram—Privacy

[above, Fig. 36]
residence tower living room interior rendering

inner Layer, Opacity

  Unlike the Smithsons’ original facade, the Switch Facades features 

full length, floor to ceiling, glass window and frame. Dispensing with spandrel panels 

and avoiding any additional interior accoutrements: drapes, curtains, blinds, etc., the 

Switch Facades addresses privacy and provides an expanded functionality for the 

contemporary facade.

 Additional privacy is necessary for several portions of the facade. Privacy is 

determined by mapping program (largely unchanged in the past fifty years), the height 

of the surrounding urban context, and the formal adjacency of the Economist Buildings 

to each other. The office tower, residence tower, and bank building—up to the sixty 

foot London mat datum—received additional privacy. The remaining surface is treated 

as public. The pedestrian or piano nobile floors are completely transparent for the 

commerce and the everyday urban experience.

 Switch Facades addresses the simple private / public binary by introducing  

a range of material aesthetics to create patterns that blur a purely private or purely 

public reading of the Economist Buildings. To blend the necessary privacy of some of 

the programming with the remaining portions of the facade, the inner layer design uses 

a patchwork gradient. Each panel receives a form of frit or film. The repertoire produces 

a spectrum of visibility with greater distortion to provide privacy. A modified tartan of 

the pattern gradient arrays the application each panel receives based on the mapping.
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[left, Fig. 37]
Office tower Corner Office interior rendering

[above, Fig. 38]
Switch Facades elevation—inner layer
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[Opposite, Fig. 40]
axonometric of economist buildings mapping 
diagram—Orientation

[above, Fig. 39]
Convergence the Plaza rendering

intermediate Layer, Louvers

 At close inspection of the facade from across the street or from inside the 

plaza, Switch Facades shifts from a translucent, semi-transparent facade of color to 

uninhibited visibility. Where pixilation of the inner layer operates on a flat surface, the 

intermediate layer of louvers directs a viewer’s gaze. If a user is looking towards any of 

the buildings from an oblique angle, the view is unblocked from one side and blocked in 

another. Likewise, viewed from inside, there is an ideal uninhibited perspective. In both 

circumstances the louvers bias the more private / public space or interior / exterior space.

 In deference to the functions of the other layers, the louver design doubles to 

address private and public programmatic requirements and respond to formal urban 

context. Doubling the density of the louvers increases the privacy for the non-plaza 

oriented surfaces. Each building is coded with a unique color scheme related with 

common colors and construction. The colors on the non-plaza oriented surfaces receive 

less of the bolder colors, while the plaza oriented surfaces sport an even proportion of 

every color. Furthermore, the pedestrian or piano nobile floors are mute. The effect is 

simple and suggestive, supporting the functions assigned to the other layers and offering 

solutions to historical challenges associated with similar curtain wall designs, that is 

their complete transparency and their wayfinding.

 The display of dramatic color schemes makes a strong visual reference to 

Sauerbruch Hutton, but unlike their work, the material quality of Switch Facades is 

not opaque. The surface is not optically flat. While vibrant and reflective, the material is 

semi-translucent, playfully preserving depth. The design thus advances facade aesthetics.
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[left, Fig. 41]
Gathering in the Void rendering

[above, Fig. 42]
Switch Facades elevation—intermediate layer
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[left, top, Fig. 43]
From afar rendering

[left, bottom, Fig. 44]
along the Street rendering

[Opposite, Fig. 45]
axonometric of economist buildings mapping 

diagram—Urban datum

 The supergraphic image is a thin film, translucent from the inside and opaque 

from the outside. There are four different graphic patterns. Their local application 

sections the building facade, identifying the spatial relationship of the buildings in 

relation to their local and urban context respectively: pedestrian (or piano nobile), bank 

building capital, residence tower capital, and commercial tower capital. Combined with 

curvature, the performative role of the supergraphics is phenomenal, acknowledging the 

urban datums set by the formal variation of Smithsons’ original design.

  The outer layer offers a radical departure from the other two layers. The 

intermediate and inner layers are subtle, perceived gradually and at a closer distance. 

The outer layer works to the contrary. From a distance, the mat finish of the supergrahic 

is the most resilient and legible feature of the facade transcending the panel’s scale. As 

the outer layer, the supergraphic provides a recognizable facade that, in turn, marks a 

legible urban territory. The white supergraphic on the facade creates erasure—erasure 

of the aesthetic and performative variation on the inner and intermediate layers, and 

erasure of the elevation from either the direct or the oblique view.

 The outer layer is attached to the curtain wall assembly via a modified spider 

clip that fixes onto the glass edge rather than being drilled into the four corners of each 

panel. The edge connections receive a structural silicon sealant. Like the inner layer, 

the outer layer uses low-iron glass for increased clarity and transparency of light and 

image. Unlike the inner layer, which is part of a frame, the outer layer appears to be held 

aloft by point connections. Whereas the interior layer of glass is oriented vertically, the 

outer layer orients the basic glass module horizontally to better align with and further 

reinforce the supergraphic agenda.

Outer Layer, Supergraphics
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[Opposite, Fig. 46]
london mat Urban Supergraphic rendering

[above, Fig. 47]
Switch Facades elevation—Outer layer
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[Opposite, left, Fig. 48]
Final model—elevational

[Opposite, right, Fig. 49]
Final model—Perspectival

[above, Fig. 50]
Unrolled elevations of economist buildings

Elevations, Representing Facades
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[Fig. 51]
between the block rendering
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[above, Fig. 52]
Office tower elevations—repetitive variation creates a singular identity.
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[Opposite, Fig. 53]
Perspectival elevation of Office tower

 Switch Facades was an attempt to demonstrate a design feedback loop that 

operated between the largest and smallest while largely bypassing the middle scales. 

Although an exploration through a meta-narrative about architects’ relationship to 

urbanism and to the facade, the final presentation featured a detail with an indexical or 

mapping process that focused on designing a system that produced an affect.

 The choice of the Smithsons’ Economist Buildings introduced baggage. 

Originally, the intention was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Switch Facades 

detail on several random buildings in downtown Houston; invent a variety of basic 

building volumes; or use a combination of both. The Economist Block introduced 

logistical limitations. Despite the appearance of variation, both the Smithsons’ 

programmatic and formal design were simple and biased the design to preserve the 

facades’ transparency. As a result, the elevations lacked some of the accessibility to 

explore more intuitive gestures associated with the design of facades—except at the 

pedestrian or piano nobile level. 

 In the future, further study may be used to explore the detail specification in 

greater refinement or to deploy the basic conceit on a larger more variable territory. 

Another tactic altogether is examining the serial urbanism projects of other architects in 

detail, drawing elevations, and collaging perspectives to develop a library of methods and 

objectives. In the meantime, Switch Facades provides an example of some strategies 

for modern facades.

Reflections
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[above, Fig. 54]
Panorama of Presentation
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[right, Fig. 55]
residence tower elevation—Fragment 
Close Up
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